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Abstract
Several algorithms that use graphics hardware to accelerate processing require conservative rasterization in order to function correctly. Conservative rasterization stands for either overestimating or underestimating the size of the triangles. Overestimation is carried out by including all pixels that are at least partially overlapped by the triangle, whereas underestimation includes only the pixels that are fully inside the triangle. None or few algorithms for conservative rasterization have been described in the literature, and current hardware does not explicitly support it. Therefore, we present a simple algorithm, which requires only a small modification to the triangle setup when edge functions are used. Furthermore, the same algorithm can be used for tiled rasterization, where all pixels in a tile (e.g. $8 \times 8$ pixels) are visited before moving to the next tile.

1 Introduction
With the advent of programmable graphics hardware, lots of engineering and research work has focused on “porting” specific algorithms so that they can be run on graphics hardware. The argument for this is usually that the performance of graphics hardware grows faster than that of CPUs, and that in the long run, superior performance is achieved or can be expected. Several of these methods need to use conservative rasterization to report or generate correct results.

Two slightly different methods are commonly referred to as conservative rasterization. An overestimated footprint of a triangle includes all pixels that are at least partly overlapped by the triangle, whereas an underestimated footprint includes only the pixels that are completely inside the triangle. Figure 1 shows a comparison between conservative and standard rasterization. Conservative rasterization is not applicable for the actual rendering of a scene. For example, consider two triangles that share an edge. To get the expected result when rasterizing these triangles, one usually considers a pixel to be inside a triangle if the sampling point of the pixel is inside the triangle. This avoids duplicate writes to pixels, and is critical for many techniques, e.g., shadow volume rendering [3] and transparency.

Still, there are several algorithms that need conservative rasterization in order to function properly. For example, Govindaraju et al. [6] use hardware occlusion queries...
Figure 1: To the left, standard rasterization is shown for two triangles sharing an edge. There is a single sample point at the center of each pixel. In the middle, overestimating conservative rasterization is illustrated. The darkest gray indicates that both triangles have been written to those pixels. To the right, underestimating conservative rasterization is demonstrated.

to compute a potentially colliding set of objects, followed by triangle-triangle intersection testing on the CPU. Exact results can be obtained by using conservative rasterization, whereas a larger resolution can only make the problem less apparent. Koltun et al. [9] use graphics hardware for solving from-region visibility in two dimensions by utilizing a dual ray space. They need to artificially shrink all polygons to compensate the lack of conservative rasterization. Additionally, several other papers utilize conservative rasterization, e.g., Durand et al. [4]. Thus, it should be clear that there is a need for such rasterization algorithms. To our surprise, those algorithms are rarely described in any detail, and furthermore, we are not aware of any graphics hardware that exposes conservative rasterization.

Some authors have implemented conservative rasterization by moving the edges of the triangle either inwards or outwards. Unfortunately, the technique exaggerates the size of an overestimated triangle, especially at sharp corners. This approach also comes with the cost of moving the edges and computing new vertices—a process that can be prone to numerical problems.

In this paper, we present the details of a conservative rasterization algorithm based on edge functions [5, 13]. It can be used in both hardware and software. An advantage of this algorithm is that it requires only a small modification to the triangle setup of a rasterizer, while the rest of the pipeline is left unmodified. Furthermore, we show that the same algorithm can be used for tiled rasterization, which is used to improve memory coherence [10, 11], to do simple forms of culling [2, 12], and for different types of analysis to accelerate rendering [1]. The algorithm allows enabling conservative rasterization separately for each edge.
Figure 2: An edge function, $e$, is a line equation defined by the two vertices of a directed edge. The equation divides the plane into positive and negative half-planes. A separate edge function is defined for each edge of a triangle, and a point is inside the triangle if all three edge functions are positive at the point.

2 Rasterization using Edge Functions

The majority of modern rasterizers use edge functions \cite{13} for rasterizing a triangle. The theory of edge functions is briefly reviewed in this section.

Assume that a triangle $\triangle pqr$ shall be rasterized, and that the points $p$, $q$, and $r$ are two-dimensional points in screen space. Each edge of the triangle defines an edge function $e(s)$, which is simply a line equation in implicit form. The edge function for the edge $pq$ is

$$e_{pq}(s) = (q_y - p_y, q_x - p_x) \cdot (s - p) = n \cdot (s - p) = n \cdot s + c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n = (n_x, n_y)$ is the normal vector of the edge and $c = -n \cdot p$. The triangle setup of a rasterizer initializes at least the constants $n$ and $c$ for each edge, and usually also a set of constants for interpolation of other parameters. A point $s$ is inside the triangle if $e(s) \geq 0$ for all edge functions.\footnote{This is not entirely true since a pixel center $s$ can lie exactly on an edge shared by two triangles. McCool et al. \cite{10} present a simple solution to this problem based on the signs of $n_x$ and $n_y$.} This assumes that the vertices are in counter-clockwise order, and that the origin is located in the lower left corner. See Figure 2 for a triangle with its corresponding edge functions.

The edge function for a point $s + t = (s_x + t_x, s_y + t_y)$ can be written as

$$e(s + t) = n \cdot (s + t) + c = n \cdot s + e(t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In conservative rasterization, the triangle setup initializes each edge function with an offset $t$ that depends on the orientation of the edge. The subsequent rasterization then uses Equation 2 instead of Equation 1.
For overestimating rasterization, the correct corner is the one whose dot product with the normal vector of the edge is the largest, as illustrated in Figure 3. The corner can be efficiently selected by using the orientation of the normal vector. Revisit the example in Figure 3: since \( n_y > 0 \), one of the upper two corners must be used. Furthermore, \( n_x < 0 \), and thus it can be concluded that the upper left corner must be used.

In order to correctly initialize Equation 2 for tiled rasterization, the offset \( t \) should be set to either \((0,0)\), \((w,0)\), \((0,h)\) or \((w,h)\) depending on the value of \( n \):

\[
  t_x = \begin{cases} 
    w, & n_x \geq 0 \\
    0, & n_x < 0 
  \end{cases}, \quad t_y = \begin{cases} 
    h, & n_y \geq 0 \\
    0, & n_y < 0 
  \end{cases} 
\]

The additional setup code is executed once per edge, and is very inexpensive in

\[\text{(3)}\]
Figure 4: This figure shows why conservative rasterization cannot be used for underestimating the footprint of a mesh. The square illustrates a pixel, and the black dot is the sampling point. Assume that underestimating conservative rasterization is applied only to the silhouette edges of a mesh (bold lines), and traditional rasterization to the interior edges (thinner lines). In this example, the pixel is partially outside the footprint of the mesh, and should not be processed. Unfortunately, the pixel is included when the light gray triangle is rasterized. Preventing this would require more involved methods and global knowledge of the mesh.

terms of computations: two sign comparisons for selecting the corner (Equation 3) and two additions and two multiplications (or shifts when $w$ and $h$ are powers of two) for initializing the edge function ($e(t)$ in Equation 2).

There are many different ways of traversing the pixels/tiles of a triangle, and our technique can be used with any of those as long as edge functions are involved, and thus we omit a discussion of any particular traversal method.

3.1 Limitations of Underestimating Conservative Rasterization

The presented technique can also be used for determining the pixels or tiles that are fully inside a triangle. This underestimated footprint of a triangle is obtained by simply selecting the “diagonally opposite” corner of a tile when initializing the edge function. However, for a mesh one typically wants to apply underestimation only to the silhouette pixels of the footprint of the mesh. This calls for more involved algorithms due to the required global knowledge, as shown in Figure 4.

4 Discussion

The presented algorithm is so simple, and requires so few modifications to an existing rasterizer that we hope the algorithm will find its way to a hardware implementation. The only modification needed into an OpenGL-alike API is the support for selecting one of the two conservative rasterization modes, and ideally a possibility for enabling the selected mode separately for each edge.

With overestimating rasterization, one needs to be careful not to sample depth and other attributes outside the triangle. One solution for this is to silently clamp the
barycentric coordinates to be inside the triangle before proceeding with pixel shading.

It is possible that current graphics chips use the presented technique internally for $z_{min}/z_{max}$-culling, but no document seems to verify that hypothesis. After we developed and implemented our algorithm in software, it came to our knowledge that a similar algorithm has been briefly mentioned in the US Patent no. 6,480,205 “Method and apparatus for occlusion culling in graphics systems” by Greene and Hanrahan.² Their presentation lacks the details presented here, and furthermore, it is not at all well-known in the computer graphics community.
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²They did not patent conservative rasterization but rather an algorithm for occlusion culling.


